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Ant finishes Dec’s sentences
The camp hunk goes topless
Somebody complains about the camp “dunny”
A campmate admits their fear of heights
An unlikely bromance blossoms
A campmate drops a big Hollywood name around the campfire
Somebody spots an animal in the camp and freaks out
Ant & Dec snigger as a campmate screams
The campmates band together & a new pop hit is born
An argument ensues over who gets to do the cooking
Somebody complains about having to eat rice & beans
A campmate is ruled out of the bush tucker trial on ‘medical grounds’
This year’s bombshell strips off & showers by the creek
The crew laugh at Ant & Dec’s jokes
A campmate eats an animal’s testicles
A famous sports person teaches a campmate their moves
Ant & Dec shout “I’m a Celebrity, Get Me Out of Here!” as the camera pans out
The campmates fantasise about their favourite foods
Somebody trips over something in the camp
The have-a-go- hero gives up their hammock for another campmate
Somebody cries about the conditions of the camp
A campmate lies about how many stars they won in the bush tucker trial
The campmates fail the Dingo Dollar Challenge *que the slamming of the shutter*
You notice that Ant & Dec haven’t aged since Biker Grove first aired
A celeb shouts “I’m a Celebrity, Get Me Out of Here!”

Make a festive 
donation to a charity 

of your choice 

Dress up the family 
pet or the youngest 
family member in a 

festive outfit

Move the ugliest 
Christmas tree 

decorations to the 
back of the tree 
when no one's 

looking

Make yourself an 
insta-worthy hot 
chocolate with 

marshmallows and 
squirty cream

Grab something from 
the fridge and get 

someone to say ‘you 
can’t eat that, it’s for 

Christmas!’

Shake a present 
under the tree and 

see if you can guess 
what it is

Sneak a quote from a 
Christmas film into a 
normal conversation

Put Elf on the shelf 
into the most 

hilarious situation 
you can think of

Put on your garish 
Christmas jumper 

and get someone to 
compliment it

Take a walk around 
the neighbourhood 
and look at all the 
Christmas lights

Ask someone what 
they think the odds 

are for a ‘White 
Christmas’ this year

Pick-up a copy of the 
Radio Times and 

circle all of the TV 
programmes you 

want to watch over 
Christmas 

Accuse another 
family member of 

eating ‘all the good 
chocolates’ from the 

tin

Open up the first 
window of your 

chocolate advent 
calendar

Make some cookies 
or mince pies as a 
Christmas offering 
for your neighbours

Put on a pair of your 
favourite christmas 

socks 

Share an awkward 
encounter with 

someone under the 
mistletoe

Ask someone, ‘What 
day are the bin men 

coming?’

Play your favourite 
Michael Bublé 

Christmas song

Wear a Santa hat or 
put on a pair of 
reindeer antlers

Suggest playing a 
game of Trivial 

Pursuit or Monopoly 
with friends or family

Partake in your Office 
or Friend’s Secret 

Santa gift exchange

Wrap your first 
Christmas present of 
the year and show off 

your present 
wrapping skills

Receive a gift from a 
family member who 
says; ‘I’ve kept the 
receipt, just incase’

Go Christmas 
shopping and moan 
about how busy the 

shops are


